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About Janet 

After the unexpected losses of her brother,
son, and brother-in-law, in addition to her
own traumatic brain injury, Janet struggled
with depression and wondered, “Why me?” 
(a question many ask when confronted with
loss). Turning to scripture and prayer, she
discovered  truths about God that before
eluded her. Understanding God’s desire for
living in His joy transformed her life. She
continues to live with the inner joy and
peace, even having experienced more losses.. 

Janet brings to her audience a heart for those
encountering grief as she helps them grow in
their own journeys, and live in the ultimate
joy God can bring into hurting hearts.

As a speaker, author, and workshop leader,
she is passionate about helping others find
the depth of God’s love and faithful presence,
especially during times of tragedy and loss.

Holding advanced degrees in counseling,
teaching, and ministry, Janet uses insight,
story, and scripture to bring the message of
God's love, grace, and joy into the lives of
those present. 

Participants examine the stages of grief, how
they effect their lives, the importance of
healing well, while noting all grieve differently,
and grieving is okay.
Will make a plan so grief does not need to
determine their futures
 Will find they were not, are not, and never will
be alone. God is always present.
Will leave with a follow-up study to help them
in their journey of living with hope and joy.
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SIGNATURE MESSAGE

 LETTERS FROM GOD
THE BRIGHT SIDE OF DARKNESS. 

Using powerful examples from scripture and life,
participants discover living in joy is a gift from
God. Even amid struggles with broken
relationships, tragedies, or losses, Janet reveals
how hope can rise from the ashes as they trust
God. Participants discover how to recognize and
avoid pitfalls that prevent them from living in
true joy amid what are sometimes the most
challenging times of life.
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Finding Joy in the Mourning

Books

When Janet takes the stage, joy fills the room.
She brings deep understanding of God’s word
into the toughest subjects like grief and loss
because she has walked the hardest roads.  
Karen Porter; Professional coach of speakers and
writers, author of eight books, and entrepreneur.


